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Abstract: Many text mining methods have used statistical information as text and language-independent procedures
that are not deterministic. On the other hand, grammatical structure-based methods are limited to use in a certain
language and text. We aim to suggest an algorithmic algebraic equation in a deterministic and nonprobabilistic way
while maintaining the advantage of language independence. We propose a mathematical approach that transforms text
and labels into a set of dumb equations. By solving the equations, each word is assigned a weight that can reflect the
semantic information of that word, then we use the proposed algorithm to build a novel sentiment dictionary. We propose
a purely mathematical approach to remove less informative tokens preprocessing steps and to pay attention to specific
semantically rich words and contents. This is done by applying automatic weight allocation capability to understand
each word’s meaning in the user’s notes in various texts. Solving a set of dumb equations is one of the strengths of
the proposed algorithm. Finally, we evaluated the proposed algorithm in a sentiment analysis (SA) case study, and the
Taboada database and its capability and eﬀiciency in weight allocation and creation of automated dictionaries have been
demonstrated. The numerical results show up to 15% of improvement in all parts of the database compared to existing
methods.
Key words: Algebraic approaches to semantics, applications and expert knowledge intensive systems, sentiment analysis,
text mining, text processing

1. Introduction
Opinion mining is based on a general framework for analyzing comments and is constructed of an engine capable
of processing emotions, criticisms, suggestions, or feedback from different channels. These methods categorize
and rate such information based on some unique algorithms on some sites and social media platforms. There
are social networks such as Twitter and Facebook, emotion search engines, or any other processes that receive
textual information and then categorize them using a unique algorithm [1, 2].
A large number of political, social, economic, health, educational, and military groups are interested in
obtaining the views of target groups to correct, modify or improve their performance by the growing popularity
of social media such as Twitter, Facebook, WeChat, microblogs, news articles, etc. For example, the information
obtained from sentiment analysis helps the companies identify the different risks related to new investments [3].
Further, politicians want to become aware of their voters’ satisfaction or dissatisfaction with their policies
and their popularity [4]. Governments tend to become aware of their policies’ consequences through domestic
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and foreign media [5]. Sentiment analysis leads to better and faster detection of disadvantages and shortcomings
during e-learning and enables providers to address these disadvantages [6] quickly. Physicians can evaluate and
improve their treatments by opinion mining. Some managers identify the crucial aspects of products to invest
in new products through sentiment analysis [7].
Sentiment analysis contains various processes such as subjectivity detection [8], polarity classification of
documents [9, 10], intensity classification [11], answering to the emotional questions [12], detecting spam comments [13], opinion question answering [14], and crime detection [15], sarcasm/irony detection [16], summarizing
opinions [2], and many other processes. Much researches are currently conducting to extract users’ comments
from documents [17], sentences [18], or aspect-based [19] of a text. Different methods of analyzing sentiments
can be classified into Machine learning (ML), lexicon-based, and the hybrid approach [20]. An ML approach
uses deep learning or any other well-known ML method to analyze sentiments.
Some ML-based NLP methods, such as Word2Vec [21], GloVe [22], etc., capture the meaning and
semantic relations between words by exploiting their cooccurrence in documents belonging to a given corpus.
Deep learning-based NLP methods usually use pretrained networks to reduce training time and the number of
training samples. Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [23], Robustly optimized
BERT approach (RoBERTa) [24], Embeddings from Language Models (ELMo) [25], and Generative Pre-trained
Transformer 2 (GPT-2) [26] are among pretrained deep learning structures recently proposed to improved NLP
tasks.
The second method of analyzing sentiments (lexicon-based) determines the sentiment orientation of
textual documents through opinion words, known as dictionary-based analysis methods [27].
The Dictionary-based SA methods are highly depending on assigned scores. We propose a mathematical
weight allocation method to enhance the accuracy of SA in Dictionary-based SA methods. The contributions
of our work are summarized as follows.
• We first reveal and elaborate on the limitations of the state-of-the-art term weighting schemes in TC. To
address these limitations, we then propose a mathematical approach that transforms text and labels into
a set of dumb equations;
• To explore the answer to “Is it a better option to the mathematical approach which transform text and
label into a set of dumb equations?”, the proposed schemes are compared with Taboada database and
Sentiment database 140.
2. Literature review
In 2013, Kim et al. proposed a Grammatical Structures Support Vector Machine (SVM) based sentiment
analysis approach using a hierarchical structure [28]. They used the word position in the sentence in terms of
importance. In 2014, Vinodini and coworkers proposed a hybrid machine learning method that attempts to
classify users’ comments as positive or negative, using several classifiers [29]. In 2015, Tewari and his team
proposed a system of e-learning recommendations called A3. The system uses feature-based research that
studies the details of individual student reviews of a topic [30]. Thus far, several methods have been introduced
to analyze emotions and opinions from social media on SA and opinion mining [31, 32] as there is a special
interest in sharing opinions on social networks like Facebook [29], Twitter [30], and TripAdvisor [33], regarding
many topics. These data are analyzed using two main methods: ML methods and lexicon-based methods. ML
methods such as the SVM, Naive Bayes (NB), logistic regression, and multilayer perceptron (MLP) need a
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training dataset to learn the model from corpus data, and a testing dataset to verify the built model [34–38].
Ersahin et al. [39] combined the lexicon-based and ML-based approaches for Turkish sentiment analysis.
SentiWordNet is the most widely used lexicon in the field of sentiment analysis [40, 41]. However, due to
the different meanings of words, this approach may not obtain a good result in some domains. To overcome this
problem, domain-dependent lexicons are presented [42]. Figure 1 shows an overview of WordNet. For example, a
simple lexical approach examines the text using a glossary, in which all words in the domain are rated as positive
or negative. This method is simple and, in the text, it picks up words such as ”bad”, ”ugly”, ”good”, ”excellent”,
etc., which are either negative or positive. The final result is a sentence score, where the sentence will be positive
if the score is positive and vice versa. This method is applicable but can not recognize metaphors. To solve this
problem other methods such as the grammar tree should be used [43]. Many approaches have been proposed
for domain-dependent lexicons, including lexical knowledge, deep learning, neural word embedding, and fuzzy
logic [43–45]. Statistical methods are used in many text mining methods. Valle-Cruz et al. [46] analyzed tweets
for finding the behaviour of stock market in COVID-19 conditions. Sharma et al. [47] analyzed textual entries
posted by college students in a four year period and found that education topics were less important than
health issues during COVID-19 growth. N-gram properties are another type of features that have been used in
sentiment analysis. N-gram attributes are divided into two categories [30, 38]:
• Fixed N-gram: An exact sequence at the character or vocabulary level. Such as 1-gram or 2-gram;
• Variable N-grams: Templates for extracting information from text. Such as noun + adjective. Variable
N-gram attributes are capable of expressing more complex linguistic concepts [29].
Machine-based learning methods classifiers such as maximum entropy, naive Bayes, and SVM are some of
the methods that have been used in sentiment analysis. Blankers and his colleagues used the chi-square method
as a mathematical based approach to select the best feature in sentiment analysis. They achieved their best
results by SVM and maximum entropy [48].

Data

Tokenization

Sentence Splitter

Adjective Extraction

Senti WordNet Interpretation

Aggregating Score

Figure 1. Steps to sentiment analysis using SentiWordNet.
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The lexicon-based method is based on a dictionary of words and phrases with positive and negative
values. Grammatical structures are limited to language and text. Statistical methods are language independent
but have uncertainty because of their statistical base. We seek to propose an algorithmic algebraic weighting
scheme that solves the two above problems. Our focus in this research is on solving sentimental words equations
to assign weight to them in sparse (thin) space and in linear algebra. Along with this study, the classification
methods and the criteria of difference are also analyzed separately to show the eﬀiciency of our method.
3. Prerequisites
This section introduces the existing databases and dictionaries, followed by the approach and the result of the
initial simulation.
3.1. Database
Using a standard database is one of the most important steps in testing the performance of the proposed method
in the field of research. This is of great importance for standardizing comparisons between different methods
and models. In this field of research, various databases are needed due to the high spread of the virtual market
and the internet. Twitter and Amazon databases are among those media that can be tagged.
3.1.1. Twitter
Twitter is a social network (Microblogging) that allows users to send up to 280-characters, text message called
a tweet. Twitter was created in March 2006 by Jack Dorsey and launched in July 2006. We used SemEval-2013
Twitter corpus for polarity detection. This corpus was released in the SemEval-2013 competition. Two different
subtasks have been defined for this corpus, the first for term-level and the second for message-level polarity
detection. We worked on message-level polarity detection, classifying a tweet into positive or negative classes.
This dataset has 2978/1162 positive/negative samples for training and 1306/484 positive/negative samples for
testing.
3.1.2. Amazon
The Amazon site is one of the successful e-commerce companies. In Amazon web site, for each purchase you will
be allowed to post a comment on the site related to the quality of the equipment purchased. ESWC Semantic
Sentiment Analysis 2016 was a challenge on Amazon data. We tested our method on a two-scale polarity
detection task in Fine-Grained Sentiment analysis part of ESWC Semantic Sentiment Analysis 2016.
3.1.3. Taboada database
The Taboada database is a collection of eight different domains and has fifty positive and negative comments
from each domain (totaling 400 tagged texts). This database was compiled and labeled with the help of Stanford
University in 2004. Because of the variety of vocabulary and range of comparisons, this database is commonly
cited and used as a benchmark for comparison between different methods.
4. Proposed method
4.1. Dictionary
The first dictionary specifically designed and used to calculate the content of texts is the GI Dictionary, proposed
in 1967. Obviously, due to the weakness of the facilities at that time, the form of designing and scoring its
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components was completely manual and with the examination of various texts and statistics. The WordNet
Dictionary was introduced as one of the most widely used English-language content recognition dictionaries in
1998. WordNet has been used to design common English dictionaries until then and a relatively large dictionary
of natural language processing.
The next dictionary is the ANEW dictionary, designed with relatively little time after wordNet. This
dictionary was also designed with the focus on recognizing emotions and emotions in the texts and with human
scoring among a set of possible worlds.
The dictionary we reviewed is the SentiWordNet Dictionary, which is also one of the most frequently used
but partially extracted dictionaries used in content recognition applications. So far, three different editions of
this dictionary have been created, the first of which was published in 2010 and then updated and the vocabulary
and ratings have been modified depending on the applications. The SentiWordNet Dictionary is a three-level
dictionary, and its third edition has been improved by almost twenty percent in terms of accuracy and rules
compared to the first edition.
As the latest dictionary to be discussed, the VADER Dictionary is cited, which was designed in 2014.
This dictionary is also created manually, but with updated rules compared to previous dictionaries and its
combination with machine learning techniques. Methods based on this dictionary had a relatively better
accuracy percentage than similar methods.
4.2. Proposed algorithm
The training step of proposed system (shown in Figure 2) gets the tagged database containing various texts,
dictionary, negators, constraints, and resonators. After removing unnecessary words from input phrase, break
them into components including unigram and bigram where all unigrams and bigrams including words such as
stop words and words that are not in two parts are deleted.

Figure 2. Proposed system flowchart.
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We assign an equivalent variable name to each unigram/bigram. Each labelled document is assumed a
linear combination of variables that has an answer equal to 1 for positive and -1 for negative documents. Now
we have a linear system including n equations with m variables.
In these steps, the training sentences were first received in full and then divided into words. Then,
numbers and nonalphabet characters and the words that do not exist in the sentiment dictionaries (including
GI, SentiWordNet, ANEW and VADER) are removed since they are not considered positive or negative.
These steps are briefly described for a sample text from the Taboada database.
A sample text as a part of a document in the Taboada database: ”Compared to the work of more
competent practitioners of the art of the globe-hopping action/adventure/mystery novel- Michael Crichton
comes to mind-”The Da Vinci Code” is pedestrian and overwrought.”
After splitting into words:
Compared
practitioners
action/adventure/mystery
mind
pedestrian

to
of
novel
and

the
the
”The
overwrought.

work
art
Michael
Da

of
of
Crichton
Vinci

more
the
comes
Code”

competent
globe-hopping
to
is

After removing nonalphabet characters:
Compared
practitioners
hopping
comes
is

to
of
action
to
pedestrian

the
the
adventure
mind
and

work
art
mystery
The
overwrought

of
of
novel
Da

more
the
Michael
Vinci

competent
globe
Crichton
Code

After removing non sentimental words:
more
adventure

competent
novel

hopping
pedestrian

action
overwrought

This process is performed for all sentences in all database documents and an equation is made for each
document using all document sentences. In these equations, the coeﬀicients of the variables are the number of
sentimental word repetitions in the document and the variables are sentimental words. The answer of equations
is assumed (+1) for positive and (-1) for negative documents. In this step for the Taboada dataset, we have 400
equations and 3452 variables (sentimental words). The following equations (1-4) are four samples of 2 positive
and 2 negative documents.
x4 + x88 + x186 + x221 + 2x238 + x398 + x547 + x701 + x823 + x1113 + 2x1142 + 2x1285 + x1289 +
x1296 + x1308 + 2x1394 + x1411 + x1687 + x1714 + x1768 + x1775 + x1797 + x1838 + 2x1963 + x2060 + (1)
x2219 + x2428 + x2623 + x2779 + x2964 + x3107 = 1
4x1097 + x1416 + 3x1687 + x1752 + x1762 + x1978 + x2428 + x2441 + x3370 + x3416 = 1

(2)

x395 + x972 + x984 + x1126 + x1144 + x1308 + x1617 + x1687 + x1832 + x1971 + x2026 + 2x2029 + x2104 +
2x2333 + x2425 + x2794 + x3105 + x3307 + x3391 + x3431 = −1

(3)

x289 + 2x363 + x438 + 2x738 + 2x984 + 2x1618 + 2x1733 + 2x1752 + 2x1775 + x2098 + x2104 + x2384 +
3x2428 + x2448 + x2580 + x3087 + 3x3331 + x3371 + 2x3381 = −1
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Since the number of equations and unknowns is not balanced, we solve the sparse equations system as
follows:
A. The sentimental words that exist in the equations for both positive and negative expressions with a
relatively equal number of repetitions are discarded; (totally 711 sentimental words from Taboada dataset were
removed in this step).
Using this assumption, some variables are removed and the equations are modified. For example, if
x1113 , x2428 , x2026 , and x438 satisfy ”A” conditions, then they are discarded and removed from the above
equations. After this step, we have:
x4 + x88 + x186 + x221 + 2x238 + x398 + x547 + x701 + x823 + 2x1142 + 2x1285 + x1289 + x1296 +
x1308 + 2x1394 + x1411 + x1687 + x1714 + x1768 + x1775 + x1797 + x1838 + 2x1963 + x2060 + x2219 + (5)
x2623 + x2779 + x2964 + x3107 = 1
(6)

4x1097 + x1416 + 3x1687 + x1752 + x1762 + x1978 + x2428 + x2441 + x3370 + x3416 = 1
x395 + x972 + x984 + x1126 + x1144 + x1308 + x1617 + x1687 + x1832 + x1971 + 2x2029 + x2104 +
2x2333 + x2425 + x2794 + x3105 + x3307 + x3391 + x3431 = −1

(7)

x289 + 2x363 + 2x738 + 2x984 + 2x1618 + 2x1733 + 2x1752 + 2x1775 + x2098 + x2104 + x2384 + 3x2428 +
x2448 + x2580 + x3087 + 3x3331 + x3371 + 2x3381 = −1

(8)

B. Some of the remained sentimental words are discarded using the following scheme to change the linear
system to a balanced system (n equations with n variables):
• All expressions should include at least one of the selected sentimental words;
• The repetitions (coeﬀicients) of selected sentimental words should be more than discarded sentimental
words;
• In equal repetitions, the score of selected sentimental words in sentiment dictionaries should be higher
than discarded variables.
Totally 2341 sentimental words from Taboada dataset were removed in this step. At the end of this step, we
have:
x88 + 2x1142 + 2x1285 + x1296 + 2x1394 + 2x1963 = 1

(9)

4x1097 + 3x1687 + x3370 + x3416 = 1

(10)

2x2029 + x2104 + 2x2333 + x2425 + x2794 + x3105 = −1

(11)

2x363 + 2x738 + 2x984 + 2x1618 + 2x1733 + 2x1752 + 2x1775 + 3x2428 + 2x3381 = −1

(12)

The term modify equations in the Figure 2 was used for steps A and B.
Using these rules we made a linear system including 400 variables and 400 equations. After finding 400
sentimental words score in this step for finding the score of remaining variables (sentimental words) that were
discarded in previous steps the following routine has been done:
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• The discarded variables in step B, are entered into the system using the following scheme,
• In each step, only one discarded variable is added,
• The score of each added variable is chosen to increase positive documents equations margin and to decrease
negative documents equations margin. This score is limited between [−1, 1]. For instance, if variable xq
exists in four positive documents and two negative documents, we will choose its value 0.5. If this value
changes the negative documents output to positive, we decrease the xq value, untill negative documents
output remains negative.
This routine is iterated to find all 2341 variables of step B.
The proposed routine has no limitations, but:
• In the case, training samples are more than the number of variables, we can solve equations using usual
mathematical routines to maximize accuracy.
• In the case that input texts are very short, the system changes to an unbalance sparse equation system
that can be analyzed in future works.
• In the case that several new training documents are added to the system, the scores and system of linear
equations are easily updated and the system does not need a complete solution.
• In the case that the input document has no known sentimental word, the proposed method cannot judge
the polarity of the document.
4.3. Preliminary results
4.3.1. Taboada database
Based on the presented method and the sample of information in the Taboada database, which is related to the
tagged comments, the analysis of the results is presented in this section.
To validate the method, first, a restricted dictionary was developed based on the 300 description texts
(equivalent to 70% of the total set) and then, the proposed algorithm is trained. All results on the remaining
100 texts (the experimental ones) show the eﬀiciency of the newly proposed dictionary. In Table 1, some of the
results are appended to confirm the proposed design approach. It should be noted that if there is a maladaptive
equation in the 100 secondary texts (a text without any vocabulary of teaching texts), then the sentence will
not be able to be labeled or commented on due to a lack of prior knowledge. In this case, the answer to the
proposed method would not naturally be acceptable due to a lack of information.
4.3.2. Sentiment database 140
Given the low number of sentences in the Taboada database, the Sentiment140 database was used as a
second benchmark to investigate the challenges of the suggested method. This database has been compiled
and categorized by Stanford students to classify Twitter sentences as short messages. The database contains
1,048,576 different texts, all of which are tagged. This database has a positive rating of four and a negative
rating of zero. The average number of words per text in this collection is 17 without deleting any section. The
test data contains 500 short texts similar to the training section.
Given the low number of sentences in the Taboada database, the Sentiment140 database was used as
a second benchmark to investigate the challenges of the suggested method. This database has been compiled
1780
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Table 1. Comparison of previous dictionaries & proposed method.

So-cal

Vader

Senti

Proposed Method

Books
Cars
Computers
Cookware
Hotels
Movies
Music
Phones
Books
Cars
Computers
Cookware
Hotels
Movies
Music
Phones
Books
Cars
Computers
Cookware
Hotels
Movies
Music
Phones
Books
Cars
Computers
Cookware
Hotels
Movies
Music
Phones

TP
14
22
24
23
22
19
23
23
24
25
25
25
25
23
24
23
23
25
25
25
25
24
23
22
14
22
24
23
22
19
23
23

FP
8
4
4
15
11
5
9
11
15
18
17
20
23
16
19
16
14
19
16
22
19
18
21
13
8
4
4
15
11
5
9
11

TN
17
21
21
10
14
20
16
13
10
7
8
5
2
9
6
9
11
6
9
3
6
7
4
12
17
21
21
10
14
20
16
13

FN
11
3
1
2
3
6
2
2
1
0
0
0
0
2
1
2
2
0
0
0
0
1
2
3
11
3
1
2
3
6
2
2

P
0.63
0.84
0.85
0.60
0.66
0.79
0.71
0.67
0.61
0.58
0.59
0.55
0.52
0.59
0.55
0.59
0.62
0.56
0.61
0.53
0.56
0.57
0.52
0.62
0.63
0.84
0.85
0.60
0.66
0.79
0.71
0.67

R
0.56
0.88
0.96
0.92
0.88
0.76
0.92
0.92
0.96
1
1
1
1
0.92
0.96
0.92
0.92
1
1
1
1
0.96
0.92
0.88
0.56
0.88
0.96
0.92
0.88
0.76
0.92
0.92

F
0.59
0.86
0.90
0.73
0.75
0.77
0.807
0.78
0.75
0.73
0.74
0.71
0.68
0.71
0.70
0.71
0.74
0.72
0.75
0.69
0.72
0.71
0.66
0.73
0.59
0.86
0.90
0.73
0.75
0.77
0.807
0.78

A
0.62
0.86
0.90
0.66
0.72
0.78
0.78
0.72
0.68
0.64
0.66
0.60
0.54
0.64
0.60
0.64
0.68
0.62
0.68
0.56
0.62
0.62
0.54
0.68
0.75
0.91
0.95
0.76
0.85
0.88
0.89
0.84

and categorized by Stanford students to classify Twitter sentences as short messages. The database contains
1,048,576 different texts, all of which are tagged. This database has a positive rating of four and a negative
rating of zero. The average number of words per text in this collection is 17 without deleting any section. The
test data contains 500 short texts similar to the training section. After applying the proposed method to a
selected set of 200,000 texts from this database, we analyzed the statistical details of selected texts and the
following challenges appeared in the selected set:
• Many documents suffer from the lack of sentimental words. The number of sentimental phrases per text
is given in Table 2. As shown in Table 2, there are 56,192 equations without any sentimental words. This
illustrates the disadvantage of dictionary-based methods in short texts. From remained equations, 58,734
are single variable equations. This type of equation is sparse due to the high number of rows containing
zero and only one variable on it.
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• The sparsity of the equation with this high volume of data is itself a special challenge in mathematics.
• After this step, first, we try to solve the univariate equations and then generalize the result to other
sentences using the proposed method.
Table 2. Number of subscriptions by text.

Absolute Equations
Equation of 1 Variable
Equation of 2 Variable
Equations of 3 Variables
Equations of 4 Variables
Equations of 5 Variables
Equations of 6 Variables
Equations of 7 Variables
Equations of 8 Variables
Equations of 9 Variables
Equations of 10 variables
Equations of 11 Variables

Number
of equations
56192
58734
42186
24024
11572
4888
1719
497
144
37
5
2

Words with
subscription
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

A new problem is incompatible equations in the system. For example, many univariate equations have
inconsistent answers, where a text with only one specific sentiment word has been evaluated positively and,
in other text with the same word negatively. To give an instance, the word “just” has been repeated 2402
times and categorized by 1207 positive and 1195 negative labels, respectively. Naturally, the proposed approach
will necessarily identify one of the two categories incorrectly. A sample of negative sentences and a sample of
positive sentences are listed below.
“just re-pierced my ears.”
“Just sitting in the garden letting the sun do its job.”
To solve this problem we can keep the incompatible equations taking into account the dominant side.
The number of removed equations was 18607. Finally, 2194 variables (sentimental word scores) were determined
using univariate equations. By replacing the univariate equations answer in other equations, another 81,324
equations were identified and only 3571 texts remained which means that solving the univariate equations
without considering the bivariate combinations maybe not be the best solution.
We compared the results of this scheme as a stepwise mathematical approach with the proposed method.
The results are given in Table 3.
Table 3. Comparison of previous dictionaries & proposed method.

Classifiers
Senti
Stepwise mathematical
Our method
1782

TP
79,750
86,150
84,420

FP
20,250
13,850
15,580

TN
73,360
69,060
79,760

FN
26,640
30,940
20,240

Precision
0.798
0.862
0.844

Recall
0.750
0.736
0.807

F1
0.773
0.794
0.825

Accuracy
0.766
0.776
0.821

JALALI et al./Turk J Elec Eng & Comp Sci

Based on the obtained results, our method is better than Senti as one of the states of the art public
sentiment dictionaries and stepwise mathematical approaches. The stepwise mathematical shows better TP
than our method but is weaker in negative documents. This result confirms the accuracy of the proposed
method, especially in negative documents in comparison to other methods.
4.4. Future work
New problems arise in various fields of applied sciences, so it is important to provide numerical solutions for
these problems. The malfunction of the matrix of equations makes the calculated response sensitive to data
disturbance. The goal of numerical regularization theory is to provide eﬀicient numerical methods by adding
appropriate side constraints (which provide appropriate stable solutions) and to develop robust methods for
selecting the optimal weight given to this side constraint (which is a good approximation to the answer is
unknown.) For the first time in 1923, the definition of goodwill is defined as complying with the following
terms: [49]
• The question has an answer;
• The answer is unique;
• The result obtained is consistent with the problem data (the answer is consistent with the input data).
If at least one of the above conditions is not met, the problem is called a bad problem. Hadamard
believed that maladaptation is not a model of real-world problems and does not describe physical systems. He
was wrong. There are a lot of issues nowadays that appear in many areas of science and engineering which have
many applications in the industry. In some, the existence of singular values closer to zero leads to instability
of the problem’s response to the input data disturbance. Therefore, to obtain a sustainable solution to the
problem, the system of linear equations needs to be solved by a regularization method. When a discretization
process is implemented for the continuous problem, a matrix of equations is obtained as follows:

n×1

→ Rm×1
A : R
b = A.x


A ∈ Rm×n , x ∈ Rn×1 ,

,
b∈R

(13)

m×1

where the matrix A represents the system and b the observation vector and both are known, the
objective is to find the unknown vector x . Suppose b = bexact + e where the e vector is the input data error.
The maladaptation of discrete problems does not mean that an approximate answer cannot be computed for
them, but it does mean that classical numerical methods such as Cholesky’s decomposition, LU decomposition,
QR decomposition, least-squares method, etc. are capable of estimating a significant answer to the equation
system. More eﬀicient methods should be used to calculate a meaningful answer. This is the basic purpose
of regularization methods. By applying different regularization methods, a stable solution to the system of
equations 13 can be obtained [50].
4.5. Discussion
As a final summary the proposed approach needs to resolve the following:
• There is a lack of overlap in some of the vocabulary texts, in which case the proposed algorithm should
be able to add new words to the vocabulary on training time;
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• Sparsity is a large equation system in which case the system must be solved using sparse patterns;
• Investigating solutions such as sorting or dividing the problem into smaller parts, to speed up computations
and reduce the probability of error;
• Examine incompatible equations and try to manage their categorization to the extent that the least error
occurs on assigning coeﬀicients. In this case, one must choose from the set of solutions that have the least
inconsistency;
• Examine challenges such as matrix rank and incompatibility number in solving maladaptive equations,
and the feasibility of using them to improve query eﬀiciency;
• Converting equations to inequality and exploring methods for solving maladaptive inequalities. Given the
high volume of inequalities, the existing approaches are examined and the reasons for the divergence
of Newtonian or gradient-based methods in equations or inequalities incompatible with large sets of
expression and the feasibility of replacing smart methods are also examined;
• Analyze the eﬀiciency of statistical methods against analytical methods in such cases.
5. Conclusion
The novelties of the suggested method contained the optimization and the capability of fully automatic learning.
Moreover, considering the concept of solving the set of dumb equations is one of the strengths of the proposed
algorithm. In the end, the proposed algorithm is demonstrated in a sample study on sentiment analysis and the
Taboada database and its capability and eﬀiciency in weight allocation and creation of automated dictionaries
have been achieved.
The proposed approach with the stated method on the Taboada data is exact in all cases and is
significantly improved over previous methods. In a large database, some challenges and issues were identified.
To overcome these challenges, further investigations are underway to evaluate the performance of the proposed
method on a large database. As a summary of the proposed method, it has achieved excellent results on the
Taboada database.
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